Tracking Central’s Care Tracker SOS-Voice & Care
Tracker Watch, are personal alert devices with GPS
location and 2-way voice capability.
Unlike other SOS-alert devices that only work around the
home these use mobile phone technology which means it
will work "anywhere" regardless of how far the wearer is
from their home.
The Care Tracker SOS-Voice & Care Tracker Watch
are the ideal “alert & location solution” for the:
• Elderly in isolated situations wanting greater
independence, anyone suffering from disorientation
and who wanders.
Elderly wearing either device can place an emergency
SOS voice call to a pre defined number simply be pressing
the SOS button. Pressing the SOS button will also record
the exact location of the wearer each time the button is
pressed.
• Families and carers who seek comfort in knowing that
loved ones can be readily located at all times.
Family members or carers are able to call the either the
Care Tracker SOS-Voice or Care Tracker Watch, and
speak directly to the person wearing either device.

Care Tracker SOS-Voice:
• Is not much larger than a match box.
• Can be worn like a pendant or in a pocket or carried
in a bag.
• Operates using a rechargeable internal battery which
has a standby time of up to 7 days.
• Can be accurately located within 10 meters of any
location globally.
Care Tracker Watch:
In addition to being a fully functional watch it also
has all the same features as the CareTracker SOS-Voice
with the additional benefit of being able to lock the watch
onto the wearers wrist (using the optional magnetic locking
device)
Locating the Care Tracker SOS-Voice
or Care Tracker Watch:
• Send an SMS message to either device and it will reply
with its current location.
• Use the free IPhone App that will allow you to view the
locations in seconds.
• Log onto our Live Tracking Portal via your computer.
Monitoring Fees:
A small monthly monitoring fee will be charged

For more information on
Care Tracker:
Ph: 1300 255 990
info@TrackingCentral.com.au
www.TrackingCentral.com.au

Read Pauline’s Care Tracker Story on reverse side

It will have you “grinning from ear to ear”
Pauline is a 60-year-old woman who now suffers from the
condition aphasia after recently suffering a stroke. She
enjoyed keeping fit until one day she became
disorientated on one of her lengthy walks.

The Care Tracker is ideal for the elderly whoare in isolated
situations wanting greater independence, as well as to
families and carers who seek comfort in knowing loved
ones can be readily located at all times.

After Pauline’s traumatic ordeal of being lost for eight and a
half hours, dehydrated and stressed,
she thought all hope for a normal life was shattered
– until Brisbane-based company, Tracking Central,
stepped in to assist.

The device can be worn like a pendant or carried
in a bag as it is not much larger than a match box.

Pauline, one of Tracking Central’s many clients, now uses
the Care Tracker, a personal GPS locator which uses
the same technology as a
mobile phone.

Clients will be required to subscribe to the “live on line
tracking portal” at a small monthly subscription fee.

“She was grinning from ear to ear when she received
the Care Tracker,” Tracking Central’s director, Claude
Raiola told DPS Publishing. “Pauline knew the device
would give her the freedom to do whatever she wanted,”
Mr Raiola said.
Using a mobile phone, people simply have to call the
Care Tracker. You will then receive an SMS reply providing
details of its current location, including a clear street map
as to where the Care Tracker is located.

It operates using a rechargeable internal battery which
has a standby time of up to 7 days.

For more information on the Care Tracker or other
Tracking Central products, contact the team on
1300 255 990 or visit www.TrackingCentral.com.au
( Source: Age Care Guide.com.au )

